With a $5,000 annual contribution, partnership at the Associate Level includes:

**One complimentary registration to CSAC Annual Meeting**
Receive one full registration to Annual Meeting, valued at approximately $650 value. Includes all general sessions, workshops and meal functions.

**One complimentary registration to CSAC Legislative Conference**
Receive one full registration to Legislative Conference, valued at approximately $375. Includes all sessions, workshops and meal functions.

**25% discount on an Exhibit Booth at Annual Meeting**
Receive a discount on an exhibit booth at the CSAC Annual Meeting, valued at approximately $450. Be part of a two-day trade show attended by county leaders.

**Inclusion in County Directory**
Your firm and contact information is listed in our popular annual California Counties Roster. This published directory, distributed to more than 2,000 county officials, contains contact information for all key county officials throughout California. You will receive two complimentary copies of the roster.

**Subscription to the CSAC Bulletin Electronic Newsletter**
Annual subscription to the major CSAC electronic newsletter, The CSAC Bulletin.

**Subscription to CSAC Partnership Electronic Newsletter**
Receive monthly electronic newsletter written specifically for CSAC Partners.

**Invitation to one CSAC Regional Meeting**
Meetings take place throughout the year and provide a small group atmosphere with other partners and key leaders and decision makers from CSAC.

**Updates on CSAC Policy Committee Meetings**
Receive updates on CSAC Policy Committee meetings. These updates are written by CSAC legislative representatives supporting the six policy committees.

**Name on CSAC Web Site**
Your corporate contact information and company name will be placed on the CSAC Web site.

**CSAC Member Rates for Conferences**
Receive member rates at CSAC Annual Meeting and Legislative Conference.

**Ability to Interact With Key County Leadership**
Have ongoing ability to interact and develop relationships with county leadership through CSAC functions.

For more Information about becoming an Associate Partner please contact:

**Jim Manker**
Director of Corporate Relations
916.650.8107
916.548.3280
jmanker@counties.org